
STEAM Press was created as an opportunity 
to bridge connections between DHS staff 
and the Deerfield community as our district 
adopts a STEAM Education philosophy.  As 
you may already be aware, STEAM stands for 
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts (all 
Liberal Arts), and Mathematics.  We know 
that in the world around us, each of these

content areas are interconnected and related in sophisticated ways.  
Traditional education, on the other hand, is all too often compart-
mentalized into independent subjects.  Schools that make STEAM a 
guiding lens for instruction and curriculum design seek integration 
of these disciplines with inquiry-based, project based learning (PBL).
 
STEAM has implications for how we synthesize skills across lessons 
or units of study, how we bridge disciplines and offer real-world 
experiences, and how we design curricula that are forward thinking 
and prepare students for the world they will face after graduating 
DHS. 
 
It is important to note STEAM is intertwined in content areas 
beyond the acronym. For example, content areas such as Social 
Studies, English, Special Education, Physical Education, Counseling, 
and World Languages all have a significant role to play in creating 
new and exciting interdisciplinary learning opportunities.  Any 
robust and meaningful STEAM initiative must include content 
areas beyond those typically referred to as “STEAM”.  The inclusion 
of Social Studies, English, Special Education, Physical Education, and 
World Language, as well as the Counseling department, well versed 
in STEAM curricular offerings and career pathways, are critical to the 
development of meaningful STEAM initiative.
       

       Christopher Dignam, Ed.D., 
       Principal
.
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District 109 has been preparing its elementary and middle school students for their 
upcoming STEAM opportunities at Deerfield High School. Caruso and Shepard Middle 
Schools now have state-of-the-art STEAM learning spaces, programming, and curricu-
la to meet the high standards of the facilities and the high school. Both schools have 
exploratory classes called STEM and Communication Media Arts (CMA). The 
exploratory/elective schedule was revamped to include those two classes, replacing 
home economics and computer applications. Middle school schedules also were 
adjusted to incorporate more choice for students who want to pursue STEAM — or 
other elective options in their eighth grade year. You can see the creativity in the 
stop-action videos created by Caruso CMA students: https://youtu.be/1oMeF6C0XCg

In the fall of 2015 the completion of the world-class, award-winning science labs and classrooms at Caruso and 
Shepard has generated true excitement about the sciences among teachers and students alike - and has become 
a destination for other districts looking to improve their science spaces, and for local, state and national 
legislators who seek out the model educational programs in their districts. State Representative Scott Drury, State 
Senator Julie Morrison, State Superintendent Tony Smith, Governor George Rauner, and U.S. Congressman 
Robert Dold all have toured the District 109 middle school science and STEM facilities. 

Band and orchestra lessons and rehearsals are now part of the school day to allow instrumental music students 
enhanced opportunities to learn and collaborate with their teachers and each other. A revised elective general 
music class in the middle schools uses technology to incorporate music production and sound engineering. This 
summer, middle school arts and music spaces will get a complete overhaul so that the creativity of staff and 
students can continue to soar in modern learning spaces. 

The success of the science labs and STEAM initiatives in the middle schools has paved the way for the Board of 
Education to approve the funding for construction to boost STEAM in elementary schools this summer. Each of 
the four elementary schools will have a completely updated, upgraded library learning commons space, which 
will include SMARTLab(™) classroom. These labs, are the K-5 version of the STEM and CMA lab exploratories, 
really are STEAM spaces that incorporate technology and the arts.

The 1:1 transformative learning environments in District 109, with the infusion of technology tools, will 
ensure that the DHS STEAM engine will be powered by District 109 excitement! 

STEAM
In
District
109

District 109 students work in the STEM lab.

Shepard Science teacher Christian Ball, (left)  and District 
109 Superintendent Dr. Michael Lubelfeld, (right)  give 
Illinois Governor Bruce Rauner a tour of the new 
Shepard science labs and classrooms.

https://youtu.be/1oMeF6C0XCg
https://youtu.be/1oMeF6C0XCg


The
DHS Library
Isn’t 
Just 
For 
Books...
Introducing
“The 
MakerSpace”

Class Title: Makerspace - Library/Whole School
 
Project description:
The library created workshops for students to learn different technologies 
for producing elements, creating projects, and building knowledge. We 
started the program with activities that students were familiar with 
already. Then, we slowly built on their familiarity.
The first Makerspace included adult coloring books featuring Harry Potter 
characters, unicorns and geometric shapes.  Moreover, we provided Lego 
blocks with project instructions. The students created art projects from 
recycled materials. From there we added Q-Ball mazes.  Students built 
obstacles out of plastic components.  
When people think of technology, their thoughts tend to move toward 
electrical circuits and computers.  But analytical thinking and critical 
thought can be expressed in a variety of ways.  We invited a librarian 
who leads crochet classes at her public library to come to DHS and teach 
our students how to crochet. Furthermore, we introduced virtual reality 
through $16 cardboard Google glasses.  Our staff used their own smart-
phones and taught students how to use their phones for this purpose. We 
featured 3D pens which the students used to create 3D images with 
plastic filament which has become a student favorite.  Finally, using Mr. 
Taylor’s student Tech Warriors as the teachers, we offered electrical 
circuits. The Tech Warriors were there to teach 
students how to use these snap circuits. An art teacher partnered with 
DHS students created a community mural.  He drew the outline on the 
library’s entire back wall made of erasable whiteboard. Then, the library 
supplied erasable markers to help students add to the mural.

 
Future Goals: We would like to introduce even higher-level projects for all 
students to try.  We would like more student directed activities. 
Additionally, we would like to increase session offerings.
 
 
STEAM Subject Connections: The Makerspace concept incorporates 
subject matter content across the curricula. A maze is not just a fun game.  
Students are using engineering to build structures.  Each crochet knot in-
corporates analytical thought.  Drawing pictures on a whiteboard is 
actually building community through art. 

Link to the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3GVxrjOUg3I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3GVxrjOUg3I 


Humans
of
DHS

The
Gender
Project

Class: Photography & English

When bold images combine with insightful text, the result is a powerful 
new take on the Humans of NY Project that recently overtook the walls 
of Deerfield High School. Art teacher Chris Sykora had his students 
take photographs of each other and then select some words from an 
interview of that person and combine them on a huge poster that was 
prominently displayed around the school. The walls of DHS came to life 
as students were transitioned into a walking gallery that captured the 
spirit and unique story that is a part of all of us. Interviewing techniques 
used for this project was supported by StoryCorps, National Public 
Radio’s renowned program aimed at capturing the beautiful stories 
that make up the fabric of our country. Over 300 students were directly 
involved in the project.
WDHS executive producer, Marnie Kritzman recieved 2 awards for 
producing a video on the project, including one from The National 
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, Chicago/Midwest Chapter: in 
the Arts and Entertainment category, and an Honorable Mention from 
the Student Television Network Nationals in the Lifestyle category. 

Future Focus: Next year, Sykora and English teacher Elliott Hurtig will 
expand the project even more with a focus on the meaning behind 
text and creative writing themes.

STEAM Subject Connections: Photography, Speech, Written 
Expression, Socio-Emotional Skills.

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7sYOyWiJtM&fea-
ture=youtu.be

Interdisciplinary Student Led Symposium and Public Project.

The project is a general and far reaching public conversation about 
gender based in education, embracing all viewpoints, which utilizes and 
supports all areas of learning, and extends empathy and educational 
connections across curricular content areas.
Students approached teachers to get involved and designed curricular 
experiences focused on engaging the student body in a cross-curricular 
conversation about gender construction, identity, and norms, which took 
the form of classroom experiences, public events, workshops, and a visual 
exhibition.

Future Focus: Continue the format as a yearly project in which the theme 
changes and which involves students taking ownership over their learning 
in this school-wide, project-based, socially engaged, and democratic event.

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3GVxrjOUg3I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7sYOyWiJtM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7sYOyWiJtM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3GVxrjOUg3I 


Fundamentals 
and 
Essentials 
of 
Environmental 
Science

Class: Fundamentals and Essentials of Environmental Science

The project focused on endangered species and students worked 
outside in the courtyards to plant and grow milkweed plants which 
attracted monarch butterflies (2 endangered species). Students started 
inside with seeds for different types of DIY mini greenhouses they built 
from everyday materials. Students used their scientific methodology 
and math skills to record and analyze data related to seedling care and 
growth, pulling in their prior knowledge of energy and light and color in 
physics to promote growth. The end goal was to transplant the seeds into 
courtyard garden plots and nurture them so they could grow to maturity, 
enabling students to analyze data about the growing conditions and the 
resulting growth. 
 
Future Goals: Adding living species to the garden (caterpillars) and ex-
panding the garden to attract a variety of pollinators. Students will contin-
ue to use the project from year to year as we cycle from Biology to 
Environmental Science.

STEAM Subject Connections: Math, Technology, Engineering, Visual Art, 
English, Biology, Physics and Environment Science. 

Class: Ceramics and Honors World History

Jerry Lavin’s freshman Honors World History classes completed a unit 
under the instruction of Tim Bleck. Students created bas relief sculptures 
based on studies in their class. Subsequently students were able to 
experience on a very small scale what artists of the time experienced. This 
experience included planning, sketching, learning proportions of the 
human form, education on the process of ceramics and creating a bas 
relief.

STEAM Subject Connections: Ceramics, Mythology, World History, 
Proportions of the human body and face.

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLpt9Od2HZQ

Art 
In
World 
History

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLpt9Od2HZQ


Baby
Think
It
Over

Give
Me
Shelter

Outside
Design:
A
STEAM
Field 
Trip

Department: Special Education

Project: Give Me Shelter 

We read that in architecture the knowledge of angles and how they are 
placed together helps builders and architects to make buildings stable 
and strong. The goal was to promote FUNctional skills, students build a 
solid structure that could withstand the infamous “Mr. J Earthquake” using 
graham crackers, chocolate frosting, toothpicks, and marshmallows. They 
began with a sketch, and then explained how their design would
withstand the earthquake.

STEAM Subject Connections: Architecture, Engineering, Illustration, Physics.

Classes: Visual Art, Science, Technology.

Students from a variety of content areas visited “Outside Design,” an 
exhibition of design research occurring outside the boundaries of conven-
tional architecture and design practices. Organized as a series of 
laboratories, this show features the ongoing experiments of Analog Media 
Lab (Urbana-Champaign), Ants of the Prairie (Buffalo), The Living with Ali 
Brivanlou Lab (New York), Species of Space (Chicago), and Sweet Water 
Foundation (Chicago). Students investigated the question, How do we 
share our 
environment, and development, while engaging in an aquaponics 
workshop heavy in illustration, design, engineering, and biology themes.

Future Focus: Bring these environmental design experiences back to DHS 
with the implementation of an aquaponics system and increased
opportunities for experience outside of the building 
that integrates design, culture, biology, physics, 
and the fine arts.

Classes:  Child Development and Contemporary Living

Students care for an infant simulator for a 24 hour period of time during school and at home 
providing care for the baby including feeding, changing diapers, burping, rocking, and 
waking up at night.  The “Baby Think it Over” simulators look like babies and have computer 
sensors inside, registering how quickly the student provides the appropriate care.  Babies also 
register mishandling, head support failure and incorrect positioning to bring awareness to 
SIDS and Shaken Baby Syndrome.  Before caring for the baby, students complete a parenting 
education packet and prepare a budget for baby care items and the nursery. 

STEAM Subject Connections: Consumer Economics, Health, Psychology



Welcome 
to
the
Working 
Week

Class: Senior English

In order to motivate second-semester seniors, English teacher Buffy 
Sallee brought in other teachers from multiple content areas into the 
building, and integrated project-based learning in order to inspire 
creativity and challenge student skillsets throughout the 3rd quarter. The 
theme was not merely, “What do you want to be when you grow up” but 
instead examined what motivates people, how work impacts meaning 
in life, and what society values as reflected in compensation and policies 
relating to work. Students demonstrated their understanding through a 
final project where they created a company website with research-sup-
ported policies. Graphic design teachers shared what goes into designing 
a meaningful logo, and Mrs. Sallee guided them in making creative 
choices that kept their audience in mind. This all culminated into a mock 
job fair, where students share their work for critique with community 
members, teachers and Board of Education members.

STEAM Subject Connections: Business, Graphic Design, English, Civics

Heart
Rate
Day

Class: Heart Rate Monitor Days

In Physical Education class, the focus has shifted from traditional PE to 
improving overall health related fitness. As a result, technology and the 
use of Polar heart rate monitors are being used to assist with the assess-
ment of physical activity, resulting in a multi-faceted, and highly effective 
and accurate way to assess the intensity level of physical activity. Students 
wear their monitors one day a week to PE class. They then participate in 
their current unit or workout on cardiovascular equipment. The big 
connection is that this allows for individualization based on the student’s 
level of fitness, and helps students to understand and determine the 
proper level of intensity required to strengthen their heart which is unique 
to every student, allowing them to take ownership over their growth. This 
eliminates assessment based on opinion, and offers potential for STEAM 
connections. The ultimate goal is for our students to learn how combining 
fitness concepts within exercise physiology can be used to understand 
how their body functions under physical workload. 

Future Goals: We would like to expand the content knowledge by 
interpreting & analyzing the heart rate data within our classes; and allow 
families access to view their child’s weekly data. 

STEAM Subject Connections: Math, Technology, Exercise Physiology, 
Kinesiology & Anatomy.



Spanish
Virtual
Tour

Class:  Spanish 1

During the second semester, the Spanish 1 students created a video tour 
of the school that is shared with the 8th grade Spanish students as they 
prepare for their transition to high school.  The video is narrated in 
Spanish which provides a very practical use of the language with an 
authentic audience.

Future Focus: Collaboration with Brett Schwartz to develop a deeper 
video production element, and with Chris Sykora for visual composition 
elements.  

STEAM Subject Connections: Visual arts, Media Production, Spanish, 
Middle School.

STEAM
Survey

We hope you liked and found this issue of  STEAM Press to be helpful and 
enlightening. Look for our next issue in the Fall/Winter of 2016.

             The STEAM Press Team

Now that the concept and philosophy of STEAM education has been 
established, we know why an education based on the STEAM 
philosophy can be beneficial in preparing students for post-secondary life, 
and you have seen some examples of how elements of STEAM education 
are already being implemented at DHS, we want your feedback!  Please 
take the following anonymous survey regarding the STEAM philosophy 
of education.

Link to the survey: http://goo.gl/forms/q00tjD0RbYzwweey2

http://goo.gl/forms/q00tjD0RbYzwweey2

